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Semiconductor quantum dots

• Semiconductor QDs: Nanoscale islands of narrower band gap material 
embedded in a surrounding wider band gap material

• 3D confinement leads to atomic-like carrier states with discrete energy 
levels

• For our purpose - 2-level system (pseudo-spin) which is influenced by 
the solid-state environment, here we consider phonons

• How must we modify the standard quantum optics treatments to account 
for the solid-state nature of the system? e.g. influence of phonons on 
Rabi oscillations, resonance fluorescence spectrum, etc.

Narrower band gap 
(e.g. InAs)

Wider band gap
(e.g. GaAs)
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Excitonic two-level system

• Excitons: electron-hole pair states formed under 
excitation of electron from valence band to 
conduction band

• Two level system (strong confinement): absence      
or presence       of an exciton defines the basis

• Coherent manipulations through external laser 
addressing e.g. driving Rabi rotations. Rabi 
frequency (QD-laser coupling)     sets timescale of 
coherent population oscillations 
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Figure 4. Exciton population dynamics in the time domain calculated with (solid
blue curves) and without (dashed black curves) a Markov approximation. The
insets show the non-Markovian decay rates (dashed red curves) approaching
their constant Markovian values (solid orange lines). Parameters: α = 0.027 ps2,
ωc = 2.2 ps−1, � = 2 ps−1. Temperatures: (a) T = 10 K and (b) T = 50 K.

and

Sl(ω, t) = Im
�� t

0
eiωτ�l(τ )dτ

�
, (61)

respectively. For the model we consider here, the difference between the non-Markovian
and Markovian polaron frame dynamics is entirely captured in equations (60) and (61). The
Markov approximation simply corresponds to pushing the upper integration limits to infinity.
We can therefore make the immediate observation that we should expect the Markovian and
non-Markovian dynamics to deviate most at short times, since this is when γl(ω, t) differs
significantly from γl(ω, ∞) (and similarly for Sl(ω, t) and Sl(ω, ∞)). These deviations should
be most pronounced when �l(0) is greatest in magnitude, since this maximizes the difference
between the Markovian and non-Markovian rates (and energy shifts), and decays on a long
timescale (set by 1/ωc), as this increases the time over which the non-Markovian rates (and
energy shifts) reach their Markovian limits.

To show that this is indeed the case, in figure 4 we plot the excitonic population of our QD
as a function of time (rather than pulse area). For this figure we take the relatively large value of
� = 2 ps−1, so that the excitonic system evolves appreciably within the phonon bath correlation
time, and in figure 4(a) we consider a low-temperature regime of T = 10 K. For these parameters
non-Markovian effects are most pronounced at short times, as expected, although it is generally
fairly difficult to distinguish between the two theories, especially beyond t ∼ 10 ps. In the inset,
we plot the non-Markovian generalization of the polaron theory decay rate (see equation (49))

�P(t) = �2

4
(γy(�r, t) + γy(−�r, t) + 4γx(0, t)), (62)

which rapidly approaches its Markovian limit on a timescale ∼ 1 ps.
We can enhance short-time non-Markovian effects by considering higher temperatures, as

this increases the difference between the Markov and non-Markov rates and energy shifts on
the bath correlation timescale (although it does not change the timescale on which the Markov
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Motivation - experimental data from Sheffield

• Single InGaAs/GaAs QD (2LS) resonantly driven 
by a single laser pulse of Gaussian envelope

• Photocurrent detection: photocurrent is 
proportional to the final occupation of the 
exciton state following resonant excitation

• Rabi rotations measured as a function of pulse 
area, with duration fixed - i.e. pulse area 
controlled by incident power

• Damping not simply fixed by pulse duration, 
pulse area dependent damping of Rabi 
rotations observed: 

• What mechanism is responsible for Rabi rotation 
damping? A consequence of exciton-phonon 
interactions?

S. J. Boyle et al., PRB 78, 075301 (2008)

Two-qubit conditional quantum-logic operation in a single self-assembled quantum dot
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The four-level exciton/biexciton system of a single semiconductor quantum dot acts as a two-qubit register.
We experimentally demonstrate an exciton-biexciton Rabi rotation conditional on the initial exciton spin in a
single InGaAs/GaAs dot. This forms the basis of an optically gated two-qubit controlled rotation !CROT"
quantum-logic operation where an arbitrary exciton spin is selected as the target qubit using the polarization of
the control laser.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two-qubit gates that operate on a “target” qubit condi-
tional on the state of the “control” qubit, such as the con-
trolled rotation !CROT" gate, provide the basic tool for en-
tangling and disentangling qubits and are therefore a critical
component of any quantum processor.1 One possible realiza-
tion of a quantum processor is based on the use of semicon-
ductor quantum dots !QDs", where the qubit is encoded in
the presence or absence of an exciton and manipulated using
picosecond laser pulses. To date, considerable experimental
progress has been made in the coherent optical control of a
single exciton qubit,2–5 and a two-qubit gate has been re-
ported for two excitonic qubits hosted in a single GaAs in-
terface dot.6 In the latter case, a CROT gate is realized by
driving a Rabi rotation on the exciton-biexciton transition,
similar to proposals in Refs. 7 and 8

With respect to potential applications in quantum infor-
mation, InAs-based self-assembled dots have several advan-
tages over GaAs interface dots. For example, InGaAs dots
have longer coherence times9 and greater control over the
growth process, enabling coupled dot structures10,11 and po-
sitioning of dots12 !both of which offer potential for scalabil-
ity". In spite of this potential there have been no experimen-
tal studies of the control of two-qubit systems in self-
assembled dots.

Here we report on the conditional coherent optical control
of two exciton qubits hosted in a single InGaAs/GaAs quan-
tum dot. This is achieved by observing an exciton-biexciton
Rabi rotation conditional on the initial state of the exciton
spin, where the ! pulse acts as a CROT gate. In contrast to
Ref. 6, we investigate the case of a CROT gate where the
polarization of the control laser is used to address both
exciton-biexciton transitions simultaneously. In similar
atomic systems arranged in a three-level " configuration,
when two lasers are used to address each transition, arbitrary
superpositions of the lower-energy states can be coupled to
the upper state.13 In a quantum dot context, this provides a
potential tool for selecting arbitrary exciton spin superposi-
tions as the target and control qubits, providing a degree of
control over the two-qubit operation.

II. EXPERIMENT DETAILS

The experiments are performed on a single quantum dot
embedded in an n-i Schottky diode structure. The wafer is

consists of a GaAs substrate with the following layers depos-
ited by molecular-beam epitaxy: 50-nm n+ doped GaAs,
25-nm i-GaAs spacer, a single layer of low-density InGaAs
dots !30–60 #m!2", a further 125-nm i-GaAs spacer, a
75-nm Al0.3Ga0.7As blocking barrier, and a 5-nm i-GaAs
capping layer. The wafer is processed into !400$200 #m"
mesas with a semitransparent titanium top contact and an
aluminum shadow mask patterned with 400-nm apertures us-
ing e-beam lithography to spatially isolate single dots. At
low temperatures !T#10 K", the dark current of the photo-
diode in reverse bias is instrument limited for all voltages of
interest: !%Irms&50 fA and Ioffset&200 fA for at least
Vreverse&5 V".

The experiments described here employ a sequence of
two spectrally narrow synchronized laser pulses with inde-
pendently tunable wavelengths and time delay. Figure 1
shows an illustration of the optics used to generate this pulse
sequence. A mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser provides a source
of 150-fs pulses with a repetition rate of 76 MHz and a
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FIG. 1. !Color online" Schematic diagram of the experimental
setup with close up of the pulse shaper.
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Γ ∝ Ω2

equations, with additional Rabi-frequency dependent terms
due to the phonon interaction

_sx ! Dsy "
X2<#K$K%&

K2
sx "

DX<#K$K%&
K2

sz "
pXJ$K%

2K
; (1)

_sy ! X 1' =#K$K%&
K

! "
sz " Dsx "

X2<#K$K%&
K2

sy; (2)

_sz ! "Xsy: (3)

The density-matrix is described by the Bloch-vector
s ! $sx; sy; sz%, where sxandsy represent the real and imagi-
nary parts of the excitonic dipole and sz represents the
population inversion between the exciton and crystal
ground-state. The Rabi frequency X and detuning of the laser
D ! xX " xlaser result in an effective Rabi frequency,

K !
#################
X2 ' D2

p
. The exciton-phonon interaction gives rise

to additional terms described by

~K$t% !
$1

0

dxJ$x%$2N$x% ' 1% cos$xt%; (4)

K$X% !
$1

0

dt ~K$t%eiXt; (5)

and the spectral density of the carrier-phonon interaction is

J$x% !
X

q

jgqj2d$x" xq%; (6)

where gq is a generic coupling strength of the exciton to a
phonon of wave-vector q. In the case of LA-phonons gq is
(Ref. 16)

gq !
q DeP#we$r%& " DhP#wh$r%&
% &

#################
2l!hxqV

p ; (7)

where l is the mass density of the host material, V is the lat-
tice volume, De$h% is the respective bulk electron (hole) cou-
pling constant, and P#we$h%& denotes the form factor of the
electron (hole) wavefunction.

IV. INTERPRETATION OF MODEL: ZERO DETUNING
D ! 0

Here we consider the case of a Rabi rotation measure-
ment where a single laser pulse excites the neutral exciton

transition on-resonance (D ! 0), with the dot initially in the
crystal ground-state s ! $0; 0;"1%. In this case the Bloch
Eqs. (1)–(3) simplify to

_sy ! X 1' =#K$X%&
K

! "
sz " <#K$X%&sy; (8)

_sz ! "Xsy; (9)

where the phonon interaction is described by a complex
response function K$X%. The real part describes a Rabi
energy dependent rate of pure dephasing, and the imaginary
term describes a phonon induced shift, or renormalization of
the Rabi energy. The real and imaginary parts satisfy a
Kramers-Kronig relation.

Figure 2 presents temperature dependent calculations of
the phonon response function K$X% for the ground-state exci-
ton transition of an InAs/GaAs quantum dot. To calculate
K$X% the spectral density of the exciton-phonon interaction is
approximated as J$x% ! ax3e"x2=x2

c , where a ! 0:0272 ps2,
and the cut-off energy is !hxc ! 1:44 meV as measured in
Ref. 4. This approximation assumes the electron and hole
have identical spherical Gaussian wavefunctions, and assumes
the phonon modes are those of the bulk host material, in this
case GaAs, resulting in a form-factor P#we; h$r%& ( e"x2=2x2

c

in Eq. (6).
The real-part <#K$X%& ! p=2$ %aX3e"X2=x2

ccoth$!hX=
2kBT% gives rise to a rate of pure dephasing, and is calculated
in Fig. 2(a). In a low driving-field regime at absolute zero, the
rate of dephasing scales with the driving-field cubed
(limX!0; T!0<#K& ! paX3=2). Whereas at high temperature, in
the low driving-field regime, the rate of dephasing is propor-
tional to the square of the driving-field, and the temperature
(limX!0; T!1 <#K& ! pakBTX2=!h ) ATX2).3 The exciton-
phonon interaction has a finite energy bandwidth characterized
by a cut-off energy that corresponds to the energy of a phonon
with a wavelength equal to the size of the carrier wavefunction.
At high driving-fields exceeding the cut-off energy, the cou-
pling to the phonons with a high energy equal to the Rabi
energy is weak, and the phonon-induced dephasing is sup-
pressed. At intermediate driving-fields, this results in a roll-off

FIG. 2. (Color online) Rabi energy and temperature dependence of the exci-
ton-phonon response, K$X%. (a) The real-part gives a driving-field dependent
rate of pure dephasing. (b) The imaginary part gives a renormalization of the
Rabi energy.

FIG. 1. (Color online) (*) A Rabi rotation measurement at 5 K. Photocurrent vs
square-root of incident power scaled to pulse-area of solid-trace. (red-dashed) Cal-
culation of Rabi rotation using the two-level model with a pure dephasing rate of
C+
2 ! 0:025 ps"1. (blue-solid) Fit using LA-phonon model described in Sec. III.

102415-2 Ramsay et al. J. Appl. Phys. 109, 102415 (2011)
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Quantum dot dynamics: master equations

• Generally, we write

• Derive 2nd order (in HI) master equation for the 
dynamics of the excitonic system, under influence of 
the phonon bath (Born approx. or projection operators)

• Reduced description in terms of system degrees of 
freedom only - intuitive, efficient and relatively 
straightforward to work with

• Important definition - spectral density, measure of 
the exciton-phonon coupling, weighted by the 
phonon density of states at a particular frequency

H = H0 +HI

d

dt
ρ(t) = −

� t

0
dstrB [HI(t), [HI(s), ρ(t)ρB ]]

H = ν|X��X|+ Ω

2
σx +

�

k

ωkb
†
kbk + |X��X|

�

k

gk(b
†
k + bk)

H0 - solution known 
HI  - treat as small perturbation |0�

|X�ν

Ω
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�

k
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Experiment-theory comparison

• On resonance we find a simple (approximate) master 
equation, with driving frequency dependent rate 

• Dominant coupling (acoustic phonons) has form

• Hence, 

J(ω) ∝ ω3

d

dt
ρ(t) = −i

Ω
2

[σx, ρ(t)]− Γ
�
σz, [σz, ρ(t)]

�
Γ ∝ J(Ω) coth (Ω/kBT )

Γ ≈ K2(T )Ω
2 ∝ Ω2T

• Excellent agreement 
suggests exciton-phonon 
interactions are indeed the 
dominant source of 
decoherence in these 
experiments

Experiments: Ramsay, Gopal, Gauger, Nazir, Lovett, Fox, Skolnick, Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 017402 (2010)
Ramsay, Godden, Boyle, Gauger, Nazir, Lovett, Fox, Skolnick, Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 177402 (2010)

Theory: Nazir, Phys. Rev. B 78, 153309 (2008)



Limitations? Beyond weak-coupling theory

• Weak-coupling theory captures only single 
phonon processes, might be a problem as 
temperature (or system-bath coupling increases)

• In fact, it can even become unphysical in some 
regimes

• We can derive a 2nd order master equation valid 
beyond the limitations of the weak exciton-
phonon coupling approximation by employing a 
polaron transformation

• Polaron theory (solid curves) and weak-coupling 
theory (dashed curves) 

• More details coming up
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Figure 1. Excitonic population as a function of driving pulse area (in units of π ),

for temperatures ranging from 5 to 75 K, where each curve has been offset by an

increasing integer for clarity. Blue solid lines are calculated using the polaron

approach, while red dashed lines are calculated using weak-coupling theory.

Parameters: α = 0.027 ps
2

and ωc = 2.2 ps
−1

.

4.1. Time-dependent driving

Having outlined some of the similarities and differences between the weak-coupling and polaron

transform approaches, we shall now compare their respective predictions in the case of resonant

driving with a Gaussian pulse envelope. Rather than looking at the dynamics in the time domain,

we shall instead explore oscillations in the excitonic population (Rabi rotations) as a function

of varying pulse area, � =
�

+∞
−∞ �(t)dt , for fixed pulse duration, as is common experimentally.

We therefore consider a Gaussian pulse of fixed width τ but varying peak magnitude, centred

around t = 0, and described by �(t) = (�/2τ
√

π) exp[−(t/2τ )2
]. Starting at a time −t0 well

before the pulse (i.e. t0 � τ ), we initialize the QD in its ground state: αP = α = (0, 0, −1)T
. We

then numerically solve the Bloch equations (equation (30) in the polaron case and equations

(39) and (40) in the weak-coupling case) to find the state of the system at any time t satisfying

t � τ , such that the pulse has effectively ended.

Figure 1 shows the final excitonic population, ρXX, calculated from the polaron and weak-

coupling theories as described above, as a function of total pulse area, � (in units of π ), for

New Journal of Physics 12 (2010) 113042 (http://www.njp.org/)

McCutcheon and Nazir, New J. Phys. 12, 113042 (2010)



Motivation - optimised perturbative approaches

• Assuming a system-bath description, master equation techniques are a useful tool 
with which to analyse these systems (and many others).

• Reduced description in terms of system degrees of freedom only - intuitive, 
efficient and relatively straightforward to work with

• Yet, a practical master equation nearly always requires some kind of approximation 

• Hence, they are often valid only for rather restrictive parameter regimes.

• However, we would like to explore dynamics over a wide range of parameters

• Question: What is the ‘best’ we can do with a perturbative, second-order 
master equation?

• i.e. how do we engineer our interaction term so that it remains small over a large 
regime of parameters.

H = H0 +HI H0 - solution known, treat to all orders 
HI  - treat as a small perturbation



Other systems - Energy transfer

• Energy transfer is ubiquitous - under what 
conditions do we expect quantum 
coherent or incoherent transfer? Need a 
consistent treatment

• Recent experiments interpreted in terms of 
quantum coherent energy transfer - e.g. in 
some light harvesting complexes coherence 
is observed at room temperature, and can 
last for hundreds of fs

• These systems can couple strongly to their 
surroundings (and at high temp.) - how can 
coherence survive? How do we deal 
efficiently with strong bath coupling?

• Are system-bath models sufficient?

QDs: B. D. Gerardot et al., Phys. 
Rev. Lett. 95, 137403 (2005)

LETTERS

Coherently wired light-harvesting in photosynthetic
marine algae at ambient temperature
Elisabetta Collini1*{, Cathy Y. Wong1*, Krystyna E. Wilk2, Paul M. G. Curmi2, Paul Brumer1 & Gregory D. Scholes1

Photosynthesismakes use of sunlight to convert carbondioxide into
useful biomass and is vital for life on Earth. Crucial components for
the photosynthetic process are antenna proteins, which absorb light
and transmit the resultant excitation energy betweenmolecules to a
reaction centre. The efficiency of these electronic energy transfers
has inspired much work on antenna proteins isolated from pho-
tosynthetic organisms to uncover the basic mechanisms at play1–5.
Intriguingly, recent work has documented6–8 that light-absorbing
molecules in some photosynthetic proteins capture and transfer
energy according to quantum-mechanical probability laws instead
of classical laws9 at temperatures up to180K.This contrastswith the
long-held view that long-range quantum coherence between mole-
cules cannot be sustained in complex biological systems, even at
low temperatures. Here we present two-dimensional photon echo
spectroscopy10–13 measurements on two evolutionarily related light-
harvesting proteins isolated from marine cryptophyte algae, which
reveal exceptionally long-lasting excitation oscillationswith distinct
correlations and anti-correlations even at ambient temperature.
These observations provide compelling evidence for quantum-
coherent sharing of electronic excitation across the 5-nm-wide
proteins under biologically relevant conditions, suggesting that
distant molecules within the photosynthetic proteins are ‘wired’
together by quantum coherence for more efficient light-harvesting
in cryptophyte marine algae.

Cryptophytes are eukaryotic algae that live inmarine and freshwater
environments. They are members of an evolutionary group notable
because their photosynthetic apparatus was acquired from red algae
by a sequence of endosymbiotic events. As a result, cryptophyte pho-
tosynthetic antenna proteins (phycobiliproteins) exhibit exceptional

spectral variation between species because they use mainly tunable
linear tetrapyroles (bilins) for light-harvesting. Another remarkable
feature of cryptophytes is that they can photosynthesize in low-light
conditions, which suggests that the absorption of incident sunlight by
phycobiliprotein antennae in the intrathylakoid space14 and the sub-
sequent transfer of that energy among these proteins and eventually to
the membrane-bound photosystems is particularly effective15. Theory
indicates that fast energy transfer is facilitated by small interchromo-
phore separations2, yet the average nearest-neighbour centre-to-centre
separation of chromophores within cryptophyte light-harvesting
antenna proteins (Fig. 1) is ,20 Å (ref. 16)—about double that for
the major light-harvesting protein in plants. To explore how a light-
harvesting antenna can function efficiently with such a counter-
intuitive design, we study the antennae of two marine cryptophytes,
phycoerythrin PE545 fromRhodomonasCS24 andphycocyaninPC645
from Chroomonas CCMP270 at ambient temperature (294K) using
two-dimensional photon echo (2DPE) spectroscopy10–13.

PC645 contains eight light-absorbing bilin molecules covalently
bound to a four-subunit protein scaffold17. Its structure, determined
to 1.4-Å resolution by X-ray crystallography18 and shown in Fig. 1a,
exhibits approximate twofold symmetry. A dihydrobiliverdin (DBV)
dimer (green) located in the centre of the protein and two mesobili-
verdin (MBV)molecules (blue) locatednear the proteinperiphery give
rise to the upper half of the complex’s absorption spectrum (Fig. 1c),
spanned by our laser pulse spectrum. The electronic coupling of
,320 cm21 between the DBV molecules C and D (labelled according
to the protein subunit that binds them) leads to delocalization of the
excitation and yields the dimer electronic excited states, or so-called
molecular excitonic states19, labelled DBV1 and DBV–. Excitation

1Department of Chemistry, Institute for Optical Sciences and Centre for Quantum Information and Quantum Control, University of Toronto, 80 St George Street, Toronto, Ontario,
M5S 3H6 Canada. 2School of Physics and Centre for AppliedMedical Research, St Vincent’s Hospital, The University of New SouthWales, Sydney, New SouthWales 2052, Australia.
{Present address: Dipartimento di Scienze Chimiche, Università di Padova, via Marzolo 1, 35100, Padova, Italy.
*These authors contributed equally to this work.
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Figure 1 | Structure and spectroscopy of cryptophyte antenna proteins.
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the structural model for PE545 showing the different chromophore
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the ultrafast laser pulse is plotted as a dashed line in c and d.
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PC645/PE545: E. Collini et al., Nature 463, 644 (2010)

FMO: Fig. courtesy of Y.-C. 
Cheng and G. R. Fleming, Annu. 
Rev. Phys. Chem. 60, 241 (2009), 
G. S. Engel et al., Nature 446, 
782 (2007); G. Panitchayangkoon 
et al., PNAS 107, 12766 (2010)

Conjugated Polymers: E. Collini and 
G. D. Scholes, Science 323, 369 
(2009) 



Dimer Model: Mapping to spin-boson

• Electronically coupled dimer (donor-acceptor pair) 
in a bosonic environment

H = �1|X�1�X| + �2|X�2�X| + V (|0X��X0| + |X0��0X|) +
�

k

ωkb
†
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+|X�1�X|
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• Working in single-excitation subspace reduces 
our problem to that of a driven two-level system 
in a bosonic bath (spin-boson model)

σz = |X0��X0|− |0X��0X|
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Exactly solvable limits

• (I) Trivially, when system-bath coupling goes to zero

• Undamped oscillations at a frequency 

• (II) Consider the case when electronic coupling V = 0

• So, when electronic coupling is zero, excitation state 
dependent displacement (polaron transformation) will 
remove system-bath coupling

αk = gk/ωk
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S
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Common approximations

• We can approximate the dynamics around these two solvable limits:

• Redfield master equation captures only single phonon processes, only valid at weak 
system-bath coupling (small reorganisation energy) and low temperature - cannot 
properly capture incoherent dynamics

• Foerster theory captures only incoherent processes, not valid at weak system-bath 
coupling
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�

2
σz + V σx +

�

k

ωkb
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�

k
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†
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∗
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HI = σz

�

k
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†
k + g

∗
kbk) HI = V σx

FoersterRedfield
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R = 5x102 cm-1

R = 1x103 cm-1

   = 53 cm-1
T = 300 K



Polaron transformation

• Let’s look at the full Hamiltonian after a polaron transformation

• We have now identified a new interaction Hamiltonian 

• and a renormalised energy transfer strength

HP = e
S
He

−S =
�

2
σz + VRσx +HB + V (σ+(B+ −B) + σ−(B− −B))
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HI = V (σ+(B+ −B) + σ−(B− −B))

VR = V B = V e−
� ∞
0 dω J(ω)

ω cothω/2kBT

• For super-Ohmic environments, polaron 
master equation theory can interpolate 
between the weak-coupling and Foerster 
limits

• Nazir, Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 146404 (2009), Jang et al., J. Chem. 
Phys. 129, 101104 (2008), McCutcheon and Nazir, Phys. Rev. B 
83, 165101 (2011) 

• Kolli, Nazir, Olaya-Castro, J. Chem. Phys. 135, 154112 (2011), 
Jang, J. Chem. Phys. 135, 034105 (2011)



Back to the driven QD

• Exciton population as a function of pulse area, 
for varying temperatures 

• 2nd order master equation

• Polaron theory (solid curves) and weak-coupling 
theory (dashed curves) 
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Figure 1. Excitonic population as a function of driving pulse area (in units of π ),

for temperatures ranging from 5 to 75 K, where each curve has been offset by an

increasing integer for clarity. Blue solid lines are calculated using the polaron

approach, while red dashed lines are calculated using weak-coupling theory.

Parameters: α = 0.027 ps
2

and ωc = 2.2 ps
−1

.

4.1. Time-dependent driving

Having outlined some of the similarities and differences between the weak-coupling and polaron

transform approaches, we shall now compare their respective predictions in the case of resonant

driving with a Gaussian pulse envelope. Rather than looking at the dynamics in the time domain,

we shall instead explore oscillations in the excitonic population (Rabi rotations) as a function

of varying pulse area, � =
�

+∞
−∞ �(t)dt , for fixed pulse duration, as is common experimentally.

We therefore consider a Gaussian pulse of fixed width τ but varying peak magnitude, centred

around t = 0, and described by �(t) = (�/2τ
√

π) exp[−(t/2τ )2
]. Starting at a time −t0 well

before the pulse (i.e. t0 � τ ), we initialize the QD in its ground state: αP = α = (0, 0, −1)T
. We

then numerically solve the Bloch equations (equation (30) in the polaron case and equations

(39) and (40) in the weak-coupling case) to find the state of the system at any time t satisfying

t � τ , such that the pulse has effectively ended.

Figure 1 shows the final excitonic population, ρXX, calculated from the polaron and weak-

coupling theories as described above, as a function of total pulse area, � (in units of π ), for

New Journal of Physics 12 (2010) 113042 (http://www.njp.org/)

McCutcheon and Nazir, New J. Phys. 12, 113042 (2010)

ρ̇(t) = −i[HS , ρ(t)] + LP (t)(ρ(t))



Polaron transformation - limitations

• But, the theory has some serious limitations

• (I) For Ohmic environments, there is an infra-red 
divergence 

• Master equation no longer captures coherent energy 
transfer dynamics (essentially reduces to Foerster theory)

• (II) For large V, similar to or greater than cutoff frequency in 
the spectral density, the theory predicts too much 
damping, even for super-Ohmic spectral densities

• Both problems related to the same physics, low frequency 
(sluggish) bath modes should not be fully displaced

VR = V B = V e−
� ∞
0 dω J(ω)

ω cothω/2kBT → 0

HP → �

2
σz +HB + V (σ+B+ + σ−B)

Polaron/Foerster

J(ω) ∝ ω



Variational theory

• Let’s again apply an excitation state dependent displacement to 
the bath, but now with a tuneable magnitude

HV = e
S(fk)He

−S(fk) S(fk) = σz

�

k

(fk/ωk)(b
†
k − bk)

fk → 0 no transformation, weak-coupling theory
polaron transformationfk → gk

• In general, the transformed Hamiltonian contains both weak-coupling (Redfield) and 
polaron-type (Foerster) terms

• We optimise the transformation by minimising an upper bound on the system free 
energy (Silbey and Harris, JCP 80, 2615 (1984))

fk → gksmall
full displacement

large
no displacement
fk → 0

fk = F (�, V,ωk, T )gk
V/ωk

V/ωk



Variational dynamics - Ohmic

Variational

Foerster/PolaronRedfield

R = 1 cm-1

R = 10 cm-1

R = 102 cm-1

R = 5x102 cm-1

R = 1x103 cm-1

   = 53 cm-1
T = 300 K• Correctly captures both 

the Redfield and 
Foerster limits and 
interpolates between 

• Comparison with 
numerically exact 
calculations shows 
quantitative agreement 
in many regimes

ρ̇(t) = −i[HS , ρ(t)] + LW (t)(ρ(t)) + LV (t)(ρ(t)) + LP (t)(ρ(t))

McCutcheon and Nazir, J. Chem. Phys. 135, 114501 (2011) 



Variational dynamics - super-Ohmic

• super-Ohmic bath, increasing 
Rabi frequency (or electronic 
coupling strength)

• Comparison with (numerically 
exact) path integral calculations 
shows that variationally-
optimised transformation leads 
to a master equation valid over 
a wide range of parameters

• Weak coupling (red dashed)
• polaron (blue dotted)
• variational (grey solid)
• path integral (green points)

3

For deformation potential coupling of the exciton state
to acoustic phonons we can take a super-Ohmic spectral
density of the form J(!) = " !3e!(!/!c)

2

[1, 2, 11], where
" captures the strength of the exciton-phonon coupling
and !c provides a natural high frequency cut-o!, which
is proportional to the inverse of the carrier localisation
length in the QD [11]. Throughout this paper we use the
experimentally determined values of " = 0.027 ps2 and
!c = 2.2 ps!1 [2]. In general, for given values of ", !c,
", # and $, Eqs. (7) and (8) must be solved for simulta-
neously, which is achieved using standard numerical root
finding methods.

Master equation - To describe the dynamics of the
driven QD under the influence of the phonon environ-
ment, we now employ the time-convolutionless projection
operator technique [12] to obtain a rigorous master equa-
tion within the variationally-transformed representation.
The appropriate initial state to consider is that of the QD
in its ground-state and the phonon bath in thermal equi-
librium (since the two are not coupled through H in the
QD ground-state). We therefore write the total density
operator at time t = 0 as %(0) = |0!"0| &B, from which we
find eV %(0)e!V = %(0); our initial state is una!ected by
transformation into the variational frame. Thus, choos-
ing &B to be our reference state and truncating at second-
order in HI , we find a homogeneous interaction picture
master equation

d&̃V

dt
= #

! t

0
dsTrB[H̃I(t), [H̃I(s), &̃V (t)&B ]], (9)

where H̃I(t) = eiH0tHIe!iH0t, and &V (t) =
TrB(eV %(t)e!V ) describes the QD excitonic degrees of
freedom in the variational frame, with TrB denoting a
trace over the environment (phonon) degrees of freedom.
Using Eq. (4), on returning to the Schrödinger picture,
we then obtain

d&V

dt
= #i[HS , &V (t)]

# 1
2

"

ij

"

!

'ij(!, t)[Ai, Aj(!)&V (t) # &V (t)A†
j(!)]

# i
"

ij

"

!

Sij(!, t)[Ai, Aj(!)&V (t) + &V (t)A†
j(!)],

(10)

where i = 1, 2, 3, and we define A1 = (x, A2 = (y

and A3 = (1/2)(I + (z). The frequency summations
run over ! = 0,±), with system operators A1(0) =
sin 2*(|+!"+|#|#!"#|), A1()) = cos 2* |#!"+|, A2(0) = 0,
A2()) = i |#!"+|, A3(0) = cos2 * |+!"+| + sin2 * |#!"#|
and A3()) = # sin * cos * |#!"+|, defined in terms of
the eigenstates of HS , satisfying HS |±! = (1/2)(R ±
)) |±!. In all cases Ai(!) = A†

i (#!). The angle * =
(1/2) arctan("r/+) characterises the tilt of the system
eigenstates away from the x-axis in the variational frame.
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FIG. 1: Exciton population dynamics calculated from the
path integral (green points), variational master equation (grey
solid curves), weak-coupling theory (red dashed curves) and
polaron theory (blue dotted curves) for T = 50 K. Here, ! =
!/6 ps!1 (top left), ! = !/4 ps!1 (top right), ! = !/2 ps!1

(bottom left) and ! = ! ps!1 (bottom right). Parameters:
" = 0.027 ps2, #c = 2.2 ps!1.

Eq. (10) contains the rates and energy shifts 'ij(!, t) =
2Re[Kij(!, t)] and Sij(!, t) = Im[Kij(!, t)], respectively,
defined in terms of the response functions

Kij(!, t) =

! t

0
#ij(,)ei!td,, (11)

which themselves depend upon the bath correlation func-
tions #ij(,) = Tr(B̃i(,)B̃j(0)&B). Here we label B1 =
("/2)Bx, B2 = ("/2)By, and B3 = Bz. The bath cor-
relation functions are most easily found by utilising the
coherent state representation of the bath density opera-
tor [13]. We find #11(,) = ("2

r/8)(e"(#) +e!"(#)#2) and
#22(,) = ("2

r/8)(e"(#)#e!"(#)), with phonon propagator

-(,) =

! "

0
d!

J(!)

!2
F (!)2

$ (cos(!,) coth($!/2) # i sin(!,)) , (12)

while

#33(,) =

! "

0
d!J(!)(1 # F (!))2

$ (cos(!,) coth($!/2) # i sin(!,)) , (13)

and

#32(,) =
"r

2

! "

0
d!

J(!)

!
F (!)(1 # F (!))

$ (sin(!,) coth($!/2) + i cos(!,)) , (14)

with #32(,) = ##23(,), and #12(,) = #21(,) =
#13(,) = #31(,) = 0.

Dynamics and comparison with the path integral ap-
proach - In order to clearly demonstrate the superiority

J(ω) ∝ ω3

McCutcheon, Dattani, Gauger, Lovett, and Nazir, Phys. Rev. B 84, 081305(R) (2011)



Multi-site generalisation

• Generalised unitary transformation:

• As before, we optimise the transformation by 
minimising an upper bound on the system free energy

• Then derive a time-local master equation

• Essentially as easy to apply as Redfield theory 

LETTERS

Coherently wired light-harvesting in photosynthetic
marine algae at ambient temperature
Elisabetta Collini1*{, Cathy Y. Wong1*, Krystyna E. Wilk2, Paul M. G. Curmi2, Paul Brumer1 & Gregory D. Scholes1

Photosynthesismakes use of sunlight to convert carbondioxide into
useful biomass and is vital for life on Earth. Crucial components for
the photosynthetic process are antenna proteins, which absorb light
and transmit the resultant excitation energy betweenmolecules to a
reaction centre. The efficiency of these electronic energy transfers
has inspired much work on antenna proteins isolated from pho-
tosynthetic organisms to uncover the basic mechanisms at play1–5.
Intriguingly, recent work has documented6–8 that light-absorbing
molecules in some photosynthetic proteins capture and transfer
energy according to quantum-mechanical probability laws instead
of classical laws9 at temperatures up to180K.This contrastswith the
long-held view that long-range quantum coherence between mole-
cules cannot be sustained in complex biological systems, even at
low temperatures. Here we present two-dimensional photon echo
spectroscopy10–13 measurements on two evolutionarily related light-
harvesting proteins isolated from marine cryptophyte algae, which
reveal exceptionally long-lasting excitation oscillationswith distinct
correlations and anti-correlations even at ambient temperature.
These observations provide compelling evidence for quantum-
coherent sharing of electronic excitation across the 5-nm-wide
proteins under biologically relevant conditions, suggesting that
distant molecules within the photosynthetic proteins are ‘wired’
together by quantum coherence for more efficient light-harvesting
in cryptophyte marine algae.

Cryptophytes are eukaryotic algae that live inmarine and freshwater
environments. They are members of an evolutionary group notable
because their photosynthetic apparatus was acquired from red algae
by a sequence of endosymbiotic events. As a result, cryptophyte pho-
tosynthetic antenna proteins (phycobiliproteins) exhibit exceptional

spectral variation between species because they use mainly tunable
linear tetrapyroles (bilins) for light-harvesting. Another remarkable
feature of cryptophytes is that they can photosynthesize in low-light
conditions, which suggests that the absorption of incident sunlight by
phycobiliprotein antennae in the intrathylakoid space14 and the sub-
sequent transfer of that energy among these proteins and eventually to
the membrane-bound photosystems is particularly effective15. Theory
indicates that fast energy transfer is facilitated by small interchromo-
phore separations2, yet the average nearest-neighbour centre-to-centre
separation of chromophores within cryptophyte light-harvesting
antenna proteins (Fig. 1) is ,20 Å (ref. 16)—about double that for
the major light-harvesting protein in plants. To explore how a light-
harvesting antenna can function efficiently with such a counter-
intuitive design, we study the antennae of two marine cryptophytes,
phycoerythrin PE545 fromRhodomonasCS24 andphycocyaninPC645
from Chroomonas CCMP270 at ambient temperature (294K) using
two-dimensional photon echo (2DPE) spectroscopy10–13.

PC645 contains eight light-absorbing bilin molecules covalently
bound to a four-subunit protein scaffold17. Its structure, determined
to 1.4-Å resolution by X-ray crystallography18 and shown in Fig. 1a,
exhibits approximate twofold symmetry. A dihydrobiliverdin (DBV)
dimer (green) located in the centre of the protein and two mesobili-
verdin (MBV)molecules (blue) locatednear the proteinperiphery give
rise to the upper half of the complex’s absorption spectrum (Fig. 1c),
spanned by our laser pulse spectrum. The electronic coupling of
,320 cm21 between the DBV molecules C and D (labelled according
to the protein subunit that binds them) leads to delocalization of the
excitation and yields the dimer electronic excited states, or so-called
molecular excitonic states19, labelled DBV1 and DBV–. Excitation

1Department of Chemistry, Institute for Optical Sciences and Centre for Quantum Information and Quantum Control, University of Toronto, 80 St George Street, Toronto, Ontario,
M5S 3H6 Canada. 2School of Physics and Centre for AppliedMedical Research, St Vincent’s Hospital, The University of New SouthWales, Sydney, New SouthWales 2052, Australia.
{Present address: Dipartimento di Scienze Chimiche, Università di Padova, via Marzolo 1, 35100, Padova, Italy.
*These authors contributed equally to this work.
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Figure 1 | Structure and spectroscopy of cryptophyte antenna proteins.
a, Structural model of PC645. The eight light-harvesting bilin molecules are
coloured red (PCB), blue (MBV) and green (DBV). b, Chromophores from
the structural model for PE545 showing the different chromophore
incorporation. c, Electronic absorption spectrum of isolated PC645 protein

in aqueous buffer (294K). The approximate absorption energies of the bilin
molecules are indicated as coloured bars. d, Electronic absorption spectrum
of isolated PE545 protein in aqueous buffer (294K) with approximate
absorption band positions indicated by the coloured bars. The spectrum of
the ultrafast laser pulse is plotted as a dashed line in c and d.
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FIG. 3: Graphical representation of the zero and nonzero correlation functions for N = 5. The rows and columns correspond

to the indices of Λij in the order specified by the vector on the right. Filled discs represent non-zero correlation functions while

open circles represent zeros. We see that only 185 of a possible 625 correlation functions are non-zero.

C. Master equation

We now write Eq. (34) in the form

∂ρ

∂t
= −i[HS , ρ]− 1

2

�

ij

�

ω

γij(ω, t)[Ai, Aj,ωρ− ρA†
j,ω]− i

�

ij

�

ω

Sij(ω, t)[Ai, Aj,ωρ+ ρA†
j,ω] (45)

where we have separated the real and imaginary parts of the complex response functions

Kij(ω, t) =

� t

0
dτΛij(τ)e

iωt
=

1
2γij(ω, t) + iSij(ω, t) (46)

and in derivation of Eq. (45) we have used the fact that A
†
i = Ai. While Eq. (45) is in a particularly compact form,

it is worth emphasising that there is a certain degree of redundancy in the summations. As discussed in Section IVB

many of the possible N
2 ×N

2
= N

4
correlation functions vanish, and therefore so too do many of the corresponding

rates and energy shifts γij(ω, t) and Sij(ω, t).

To appreciate this a little more, in Fig. (3) a graphical representation of the matrix Λij(τ) is shown for N = 5,

where filled discs represents non-zero correlation functions while open circles represent those which are zero. Shown

also on the right is a vector showing the order in which i and j run through the N
2
different operators appearing

in the interaction Hamiltonian. From the results presented in Section IVB it is possible to calculate the number

of non-zero correlation functions. By inspection one can see that there will be N correlation functions of the sort

given by Eq. (36). The overlap of the x section with itself will contain
1
2N(N − 1)(1+ 2(N − 2)) non-zero correlation

functions, given by Eqs. (37), (39) and (40). Correlation functions corresponding to the overlap of the y section with

itself, given by Eqs. (41), (42) and (43), will also contain this number of non zeros. Finally, the two regions where the

z section overlaps with the y section, will each contain N(N − 1) non zero correlation functions of the form given by

Eq. (44). Adding all these contributions up we find the total number of non-zero correlation functions is given by

||Λ|| = N(1 + (N − 1)(2N − 1)), (47)

which, for N = 5 gives 185, as the dedicated reader may wish to verify using Fig. (3).

We conclude by making two observations regarding Eq. (47). Firstly, we observe that ||Λ|| grows like N to the

third power, whereas the actual number of entries (including the zeros) is N
4
. This highlights the redundancy in

writing the master equation presented in Eq. (45) as it is. Secondly, we note that these results are only applicable to

the case where each site is coupled to a separate bath. If we had considered a common bath for all sites, many of the

correlation functions which were found to vanish in Section (IVB) would remain finite. In this case Eq. (47) would

certainly not apply, and could in fact become a fourth order polynomial in N .

Pollock, McCutcheon, Lovett, Gauger, and Nazir, arxiv:1212.5713



Multi-site generalisation: example results
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Note that Eq. 6 is a set of equations of motion in the operator form,
and hence the numerical results are independent of the represen-
tation in which the equations are integrated. The hierarchically
coupled equations Eq. 6 continue to infinity, which is impossible
to treat computationally. In order to terminate Eq. 6 at a finite
stage, we replace Eq. 6 by

!

!t
!̂(n, t) = !iL̂e!̂(n, t), [9]

for the integers n = (n1, n2, . . . , nN ) satisfying

N "
N!

j=1

nj # "e

min(#1, #2, . . . , #N )
, [10]

where "e is a characteristic frequency for L̂e (18). Thus, the
required number of the operators {!̂(n, t)} is evaluated as"N

k=0
#k+N!1

N!1

$
= (N + N )!/(N!N !). Note that low-temperature

correction terms explained in Appendix should be included into
Eq. 6 when the high-temperature condition "!#j < 1 is not
satisfied.

As demonstrated in ref. 18, the reduced hierarchy equation
Eq. 6 can describe quantum coherent wave-like motion, incoher-
ent hopping, and an elusive intermediate EET regime in a unified
manner, and reduces to the conventional Redfield and Förster
theories in their respective limits of validity. Recently, Jang et al.
(15) developed another quantum dynamic equation to interpo-
late between the Redfield and Förster limits by employing the
small polaron transformation (36). The small polaron approach is
based on the second-order perturbative truncation with respect to
the renormalized electron-phonon coupling, whereas the present
hierarchy approach is derived in a non perturbative fashion. It
will be interesting to compare the two approaches for future
works.

Results and Discussion
In this section, we present and discuss numerical results regarding
EET dynamics in the FMO complex of C. tepidum. The complex is
a trimer made of identical subunits, each containing seven BChls.
Because the strongest electronic coupling between two BChls in
different FMO monomeric subunit is about an order of magni-
tude smaller than the local reorganization energies, the coherence
between them is rapidly destroyed by the environmental distur-
bance (26). Therefore, we assume that the intersubunit coupling
is vanishingly small and we consider the EET dynamics within one
subunit. To simulate the EET dynamics, we use the Hamiltonian

Fig. 1. Seven BChl molecules belonging to the monomeric subunit of the
FMO complex. The complex is oriented with BChl 1 and 6 toward the base-
plate protein whereas BChl 3 and 4 define the target region in contact with
the reaction center complex. The spiral strands are #-helices that are part of
protein environment.

Fig. 2. Time evolution of the population of each BChl in the FMO complex.
Calculations were done for cryogenic temperature, T = 77 K. The reorgani-
zation energy and the phonon relaxation time are set to be $j = 35 cm!1 and
$c = #!1

j = 50 fs, respectively.

for the trimeric structure of the FMO complex given in ref. 26
(supporting information (SI) Table S1.) We use the usual num-
bering of the BChls, which was originally chosen by Fenna and
Matthews (2) (see Fig. 1).

Although the spectral densityJj(") is a crucial factor to describe
EET dynamics, no direct and detailed information on its form is
available for the FMO complex at present. Hence, several empiri-
cal forms have been employed under the assumption that the spec-
tral densities for the different BChls are equivalent (11, 25–27, 33),
and then the phonon relaxation time $c estimated by Eqs. 4 and
5 ranges from 35 fs (26)$ to 166 fs (25) in the literature. Recently,
Read et al. (27) conducted 2D electronic spectroscopic experi-
ments to visualize excitonic structure in the FMO complex of
Prosthecochloris aestuarii, and they performed simultaneous fitting
of the linear and 2D rephasing, nonrephasing, and polarization-
dependent spectra by employing the overdamped Brownian oscil-
lator model. To obtain excellent agreement between the exper-
imental data and numerical fitting, they adopted $j = 35 cm!1

and $c = #!1
j = 50 fs as the values of reorganization energy and

relaxation time of the phonons, respectively. Therefore, we also
employ these values with the assumption that the phonon spectral
densities for the individual BChls are equivalent. For numerical
integration of Eq. 6, the depth of hierarchy we employed here is at
most N = 12. For all calculations, the accuracy were checked by
changing the values of N to make sure that the numerical results
are converged.

EET Dynamics and Temperature Dependence Following the previous
proposal based on theoretical calculations (26), the FMO com-
plex has been assumed to be oriented with BChl 1 and 6 toward
the baseplate protein whereas BChls 3 and 4 define the target
region in contact with the RC complex. Recently, this orienta-
tion was verified experimentally by Wen et al. (5). Accordingly,
we adopt BChls 1 or 6 as the initial excited pigment for numerical
calculations.

Fig. 2 presents the EET dynamics at cryogenic temperature,
T = 77 K. These results clearly show that the energy flow in the
FMO complex occurs primarily through two EET pathways, which
connect spatially proximate and excitonically coupled BChls as
demonstrated by Brixner et al. with 2D electronic spectroscopy
(11, 25):

$ The relaxation function and the symmetrized correlation function at 300 K produced by
the spectral density in ref. 26 show nonoscillatory negative values from 80 fs to 1 ps, whose
physical origin is not yet clear. Hence, it is impossible to estimate the relaxation time $c by
employing Eq. 5. Here, we have estimated the relaxation time only from the initial decay
(<80 fs) of the relaxation function.
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Hierarchy: 7-site FMO Hamiltonian, 
Lorentz-Drude spectral density, T = 77K

Ishizaki and Fleming, PNAS 106, 17255 (2009)

J(ω) =
2Rγω

π(ω2 + γ2)

Pollock, McCutcheon, Lovett, Gauger, and Nazir, arxiv:1212.5713

Variational: 7-site FMO Hamiltonian, 
Lorentz-Drude spectral density, 

T = 77K



Beyond (variational) polaron approach

Bera, Florens, Baranger, Roch, Nazir, and Chin, arxiv:1301.7430

• Spin-boson model

• Allow for coherent state superposition in the 
ground state

• Gives a lower ground state energy than the 
variational polaron state
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Reaction coordinate mapping

Ishizaki and Fleming, J. Chem. Phys. 130, 234111 (2009)
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induced fluctuation, !!1=100 fs. However, increasing the
reorganization energy produces a difference between the dy-
namics calculated by the two theories. Figure 4!b" shows the
case of "=J12 /5=20 cm!1, which is still small compared to
the electronic coupling and a regime of quantum coherent
motion. The dynamics calculated by the present theory
shows long-lasting coherent motion up to 1000 fs, which
reflects the existence of long-lived quantum superposition
between #1$ and #2$. On the other hand, the dynamics from
the Redfield theory dephases on the timescale less than 400
fs. The cause of the difference is the breakdown of the
Markov approximation. The infinitely fast dissipation of re-
organization energy then corresponds to infinitely fast fluc-
tuation according to the fluctuation-dissipation relation. The
infinitely fast fluctuation with relatively large amplitude col-
lapses the quantum superposition state. As the result, the
coherent motion in the Redfield theory is destroyed rapidly
compared with the present theory. Figure 4!c" is for the case
of "=J12=100 cm!1, which is comparable to the electronic
coupling. They are reasonable values for photosynthetic sys-
tems. The dynamics calculated from the Redfield theory
shows no oscillation; however, the present theory predict
wavelike motion up to 300 fs. Figure 4!d" presents the case
of "=5J12=500 cm!1, which is large compared to the elec-
tronic coupling and should produce incoherent hopping. As
expected, the dynamic behavior of the Redfield theory is
similar to that in Fig. 4!c" because the full-Redfield theory
predicts "-independent dynamics for large reorganization en-
ergy due to the Markov approximation.21 The dynamics cal-
culated by the present theory also shows no wavelike mo-
tion. However, it should be noted that the dynamics involves

two time scales. Comparing Fig. 4!d" with Figs. 4!a"–4!c",
we can recognize that the faster component !t#100 fs"
arises from quantum coherence. The quantum coherent mo-
tion is destroyed before the first oscillation, and the subse-
quent dynamics follows the incoherent motion of the slower
component of timescale. In order to explore the origin of the
quantum coherence in the short time region of Fig. 4!d", we
consider the following minimal model:

H!q" = #1$$1!q"%1# + #2$$2!q"%2# + #1$J12%2# + #2$J12%1# ,
!3.3"

with

$1!q" = $1
0 +

%&!

2
!q1 ! d!"2 +

%&!

2
q2

2, !3.4a"

$2!q" = $2
0 +

%&!

2
!q2 ! d!"2 +

%&!

2
q1

2, !3.4b"

where the electronic excited state of the jth site is coupled to
a single phonon mode, %&!qj

2 /2, and the reorganization en-
ergy is expressed as "!=%&!d!

2 /2. The Hamiltonian Eq. !3.3"
can be easily diagonalized, and then we can obtain adiabatic
potential surfaces,

E'!q" =
$1!q" + $1!q"

2
'&J12

2 +
$1!q" + $1!q"

2
. !3.5"

In Fig. 5, we draw the adiabatic potential surface for the
lower energy, E!!q", as a function of two phonon coordi-
nates, q1 and q2. The parameters in this model are chosen to
be $1

0=100 cm!1, $2
0=0 cm!1, J12=100 cm!1, &!=!

=53.08 cm!1, and "!="=500 cm!1!d!=4.34", which corre-
spond to those in Fig. 4. Since the reorganization energy "!

is large compared with the electronic coupling J12, we can
observe two local minima which represent the two states,
#1$= #(1e$#(2g$ and #2$= #(2e$#(1g$. Incoherent hopping EET
describes the transition between the local minima. Attention
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FIG. 4. !Color online" Time evolution of the population of site 1 calculated
by the present theory, Eq. !2.23" !solid line" and the full-Redfield equation
!dashed line" for various magnitudes of the reorganization energy ".
The other parameters are fixed to be $1

0!$2
0=100 cm!1, J12=100 cm!1,

!=53.08 cm!1!!!1=100 fs", and T=300 K.
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FIG. 5. Adiabatic potential surface E!!q" given by Eqs. !3.5". For the cal-
culation, the parameters are chosen to be $1

0=100 cm!1, $2
0=0 cm!1, J12

=100 cm!1, &!=53.08 cm!1, and "!=500 cm!1!d!=4.34". Six equally
spaced contour levels from 0 to 500 are drawn. The local minimum located
around !q1 ,q2"= !4,0" corresponds to site 1, whereas that around !q1 ,q2"
= !0,4" is site 2. The point of origin corresponds to the Franck–Condon
state.
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Hierarchy: Lorentz-Drude spectral density, 
T = 300K, varying coupling strength 

Thanks to Jake Iles-Smith



Summary and further work

• Weak-coupling master equation - experimental agreement: clear evidence that exciton-
phonon interactions dominate exciton dephasing dynamics in self-assembled 
semiconductor QDs

• I also presented a versatile variational master equation technique - allows one to explore 
a range of system-bath coupling strengths, temperatures, and environmental spectral 
densities within a single formalism.
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Phonon effects on emitted photon properties
McCutcheon and Nazir, arxiv:1208.4620
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